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Scary Phoenix appeared in the game with rays of light around him. Seeing the
corpses lying on the ground, he resurrected all the innocent players that had
been killed by Sirius without saying another word and without triggering any
attacks.

He was the only God in the game, so he was the only person who could revive all
of them.

Everyone cheered upon seeing that.

After Scary Phoenix revived everyone there, he still did not speak. Instead, he
merely stood there without moving. Meanwhile, Sirius had also stopped killing
people and stood there quietly. Both of the great characters looked at each other
wordlessly.

One rediated light while the other radiated darkness; one was a God that brought
light and hope, and the other was a monster who had just returned from hell.

Everyone was whispering among themselves, “What are they doing?”

“Are they chatting with each other privately?”

Sophia was also guessing the content of their chat.

Why do I have a bad feeling about this?

Why are my muscles trembling?



The last time she had such feelings was the time she was caught by Michael
when she was watching a movie with Stanley in the cinema.

Oh, no!

Suddenly, goosebumps appeared on Sophia’s body when she saw the system
notification in the game.

‘Sirius233 and Scary Phoenix have successfully married each other with deep
love for each other. A grand wedding will be held at Temple of Love shortly. All
heroes, you are welcome to join the celebration.’

Meanwhile, Scary Phoenix released Sirius and a few sons of his.

Everyone else cheered, ‘Bravo! Bravo!’

However, Sophia was wailing internally.

Noooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

After a few seconds of silence in the cyber cafe, someone suddenly broke the
silence with a loud exclaim. “F*ck! This is too shocking! I can’t believe that Sirius
has become Scary Phoenix’s b*tch!’

“Damn, I want to join the celebration!”

“Let’s go!”

Shocked, Stanley was confused by the world of adults. However, this is the first
time his uncle was marrying someone in the game, so he had to have a look no
matter what.



Everyone, including both the bridegrooms, rushed to the wedding venue. Scary
Phoenix promised to hold a grand wedding for Sirius, and every bystander would
have to send them gifts.

All of a sudden, everyone was rushing to the Temple of Love.

Beast also appeared.

‘Hahahhahaha! Sirius, you became my dad’s b*tch after all! Hahahahah!’

Scary Phoenix ordered, ‘Call him stepdaddy.”

Beast dutifully replied, “Stepdaddy, nice to meet you. Hahahahahah!”

Sirius, however, remained silent.

In reality, Sophia suddenly quit the game and left after taking her bag. “Stanley,
I’m picking Nate off school.”

Still in shock, Stanley stared at the monitor with a blank look. He did not even
realize that Sophia had left.

Right after Sophia exited the cyber cafe, she immediately called Gary. “Gary,
where’s Nate?”

Still with Nathan in the computer room of the university, Gary glanced at Nathan,
who was about to get married in the game.

“Little Master said that you are not allowed to know.”

Sophia was so furious that she felt like punching the walls.

Damn it. I knew the little monster was behind all of this!



Apart from Nate, I can’t think of anyone who is such a psychopath!

Where is he now?

Sophia called the house number, but he was not there. Then, she called his
university homeroom teacher, but he was not in university as well. Even after
calling Hale, he did not know Nathan’s whereabouts.

“Arrrggghh!”

Sophia howled to the sky, clueless of how she had offended that little monster.

She rushed back into the cyber cafe and saw the entire Egame Club watching
Sirius and Scary Phoenix’s wedding in the game. Both of the men bowed to the
skies and their ancestors before bowing to each other. Apart from that, there
were even flower carriages that roamed around the game, and red packets were
given to everyone.

Outside the game, Sophia almost broke into tears, feeling that she was the one
who had just been shown around to the public in a flower carriage.

Once the dust settled, it had become a fact that Sirius was married to Scary
Phoenix, and the couple was the first gay couple in the game.

Everyone on the server was stunned to hear that. Even the system gave a
notification.

‘Congratulations to Scary Phoenix for marrying such a handsome lad.’

After the wedding, Scary Phoenix said to Sirius, ‘My dear wife.’

Sirius233 replied, ‘Dear hubby.’



A dead silence fell in the cyber cafe as everyone looked as though they suffered
from constipation. Stanley even rubbed on the goosebumps on his arms.

Does Uncle Michael really like men?

I know what being gay is all about, but why did he choose Sirius?

Meanwhile, Sophia felt like banging her head into the walls.

Scary Phoenix bought the most luxurious room in the entire game, then they
went into the room to consummate.

After a busy day of dealing with Sirius and Scary Phoenix’s wedding, it was
already evening when Nathan returned home. Right after he reached home, he
was caught by Sophia immediately.

“Nathan Fletcher, where have you been?” Sophia asked with a dark look on her
face.

Nathan was indignant. “You still have the guts to ask me? You didn’t ask me to
join you when you went to the cyber cafe with Stanley! I’m furious!”

Sophia grabbed his shoulders and howled. “So you got Sirius to marry Scary
Phoenix in the game?”

Nathan straightened his back as he spoke indignantly, “Yes, I did! What can you
do about that?”

Sophia glared at him wordlessly.

What can I do apart from forgiving him?

Even though Sophia was furious at Nathan, she could do nothing to him because
he was too adorable.



For the next few days, Sophia was quite restless in university, and she could not
pay attention during the lectures. On top of that, she didn’t dare to log into the
game.

After a few days, during a lecture, she overheard her classmates’ conversation
and listened attentively. “Have you guys heard that the Imperial Diamond
Ring—the one that cost 70 million USD—has been bought by someone?”

“No way! Who’s that rich?”

“No idea! Ido has always been very protective of their customers’ information!”

“Don’t tell me it’s the Harper Family! That might be possible, you know. A few
days ago, Xyla tried on Eternal Love, and she was mocked by everyone.
Perhaps the Harper Family forcefully bought it to regain their reputation.”

“That’s possible. A few days ago, I heard that the Harpers and the Huffs got into
a feud because of the ring. However, it seems that the dispute is already settled
now.”

“Xyla even told everyone happily that Richard is going to give her a huge surprise
on Kayla’s birthday party. Apart from the ring, what else could it be?”

Sophia suddenly realized that it was already Thursday. Kayla’s charity birthday
party would start on Saturday, but she had not prepared anything.

Shoot!

I was so shocked by everything that happened in the game for the past few days
that I forgot entirely about the birthday party!

After her lectures had ended, Sophia rushed home immediately and went to her
closet to check if she had any decent evening gowns.



She had so many clothes that she was not sure if she had any evening gowns…

It was soon Saturday, and the charity dinner party that the Harper Family
promised the public to hold was finally happening.

Kayla’s incident had finally blown over. With the completion of the charity dinner
party, the Harper Family had finally redeemed themselves with the public and
regained their popularity.

Hence, they put together a grand charity dinner party. Apart from the pioneers of
the business field, they also invited many celebrities and powerful media
representatives. They also booked a six-star hotel. The venue was well
decorated with fancy lighting and was attended by well-dressed prominent
people. Even though it was already late autumn, the atmosphere within the
venue was warm and bustling.

Today was the most important day for Kayla and the Harper Family. They could
not afford any unplanned accidents to happen!


